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ABSTRACT  

The purpose of this paper is to show a macro for creating a spatial weights matrix for the SPATIALREG 
procedure. The new PROC SPATIALREG estimates spatial regression models by including in its structure 
the effect of spatial proximity, represented in an  � ×  � matrix known as W matrix. However, this W matrix 
cannot be created directly in the procedure. Thus, this paper will show some ways to do that using Hash 
Objects and PROC IML. 

INTRODUCTION  

The new PROC SPATIALREG available in SAS 9.4M4 estimates spatial regression models (and also the 
classical regression model) proposed by Anselin (1988). The general form of these models is (Anselin, 
1988): 
 
                                                                         � = ���� + 
� +  �    (1) 

� = ��� + � 
where � is an � × 1 vector of dependent variable, �� and �� are � × � matrices of spatial dependence, 
 
is an � × � matrix of explicative variables, � is a � × 1 vector of parameters of the model, � is an � × 1 
vector of error, � is an � × 1 vector of the remainder error and � and  are the spatial effects parameters of 
the model. Note that Equation (1), also known as SAC (Spatial Autoregressive Confused) model is the 
same classical regression model when � and  are both equal to 0, i.e, when there is no spatial dependence. 
Others models such as SAR (Spatial AutoRegressive Model) and SEM (Spatial Error Model) are derived 
from (1) just letting  = 0 and � = 0, respectively. More details about spatial regression models and how to 
use PROC COUNTREG with spatial components can be found in Wu and Chvosta (2016) and how to use 
PROC SPATIALREG can be found in Wu and Chvosta (2017). 
  
To estimate these spatial regression models is required to declare in the statement WMAT= the spatial 

weights matrix W, which is not created automatically by the SPATIALREG Procedure. Thus, this paper 

aims to show how creating some possible forms for the spatial weights matrix in order to estimate these 
spatial regression models. 
 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 is given some aspects of the spatial weights matrix and in 
Section 3, a SAS® macro is presented. In Section 4 is introduced an illustration and the conclusions are in 
Section 5. 

SPATIAL WEIGHTS MATRIX 

The spatial weights matrix, also known as W matrix, plays an important part in the spatial modeling. Its 

purpose is representing, quantitatively, the spatial structure between regions. For � regions, ��, ��, … , ��, 
the elements ��� of the � ×  � W matrix, are representing some proximity measure between regions �� and 

��, �, � = 1,2, … , �., and by definition, its diagonal ���  is zero. 

 
Some choices for measure the spatial proximity are: 
 

1) ��� = 1, if �� shares border with ��, and ��� = 0 otherwise; 

2) ��� = 1, if �� is one of the Nth nearest regions of ��, and ��� = 0 otherwise; 

3) ��� = 1, if �� is far from �� by a distance of K miles (or kilometers), and ��� = 0 otherwise; 

4) ��� = 1/(1 + !��), where !�� is the distance between regions �� and ��. In this case it is necessary 

to force ��� = 0; or you can just use ��� = 1/!��, for !�� > 0 . 
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5) ��� = 1/(1 + $��), where $�� is the time travel between regions �� and ��. In this case it is necessary 

to force ��� = 0; or you can just use ��� = 1/$��, for $�� > 0 . 

 
The choices 4) and 5) are more realistic if they are computed using the network of highways, in order to 
capture road and/or traffic conditions, respectively. 
 
An example of the choice 1), also known as contiguity matrix, is in Figure 1. The representation has 5 
regions, and it was attributed 1 for those regions which share borders and 0 otherwise. Note that region B 
shares borders with all others regions. 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Example of a Contiguity Matrix 

It is a common practice to use a row-standardized matrix instead of binary matrix, i.e., each row of this new 
matrix is summing to 1. To do that, just compute each entrance of the matrix as: 

%&'
∗ =

%&'

∑ %&'
*
'+�

      (2) 

The row-standardized matrix for Figure 1 is in Figure 2. We can see that the region B has 4 neighbors and 

because of that, the row-standardized matrix has values 0.25 for the neighbors, and the other regions has 
values 0.5 because they share border with only 2 regions. 

 

Figure 2. Example of a Row-Standardized Contiguity Matrix 
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SAS® MACRO 

The SAS® macro %WMATRIX has been developed using a Hash objects program proposed by Babcock 
(2010) to find the neighborhood of the regions and PROC IML to construct an  � ×  � matrix. The general 
call is: 
 

%WMATRIX(map=, id=, lat=, long=, type=contiguity, centroid_lat=,  

centroid_long=, distance=, neighbors=, out=neighbor); 

 

• map = specifies the data set with the map coordinates (latitude, longitude and ID).  

• id = specifies the variable with the codes for the distinct regions.  

• lat = specifies the latitude or y axis variable. 

• long = specifies the longitude or x axis variable. 

• type = specifies the type of spatial weights matrix (contiguity or distance). The default value is 

contiguity. 

• Centroid_lat = specifies the latitude or y axis variable for the centroid of the region. 

• Centroid_long = specifies the longitude or x axis variable for the centroid of the region. 

• distance = specifies the distance to be considered a neighbor, following choice 3) of second section. 

• neighbors = specifies the Nth nearest neighbors, following choice 2) of second section. 

• out = specifies the output data set. 

 

The variables  map, id, lat and long are mandatory. The others are optional and/or have default 

values.    
 
The main idea of this macro is creating the spatial weights matrix from the coordinates map. For the 
contiguity matrix, the program searches for at least one common point between regions, and for distance 
matrix, the program computes the Euclidian distance between the centroids of the regions. In addition, one 
can specify other coordinates to compute the Euclidian distance (see Wu and Chvosta (2017)) such as the 
location of the city hall, or the main plaza by using the variables Centroid_lat and Centroid_long. 

 

Four data sets are created by %WMATRIX  macro: a data set called NEIGHBOR by default (or &out 

depending of the name assigned above); a data set called WMATRIX, which is the  � ×  � spatial weights 
matrix; a data set called WMATRIX_SDR, which is the  � ×  � row-standardized spatial weights matrix; and 
a data set called WMATRIX_COMPACT, which is the compact representation of the � ×  � spatial weights 
matrix of size � ×  3, supported by PROC SPATIALREG and used to save memory (see Wu and Chvosta 
(2017)).  
  

 

ILLUSTRATION 

To illustrate how the %WMATRIX macro can be used, let us use the data set CRIMEOH (Example 32.1: 
Columbus Crime Data of the SPATIALREG Procedure), which contains data in 49 neighborhoods of 
Columbus, Ohio, about the number of crimes and possible determinants of crime. This data set is originally 
obtained from Anselin (1988). Figure 3 shows the shape of Columbus (note that the figure is the same of 
that presented in Anselin (1988), page 188) and the macro call for creating the contiguity matrix for this 
data set is: 
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%WMATRIX(map=columbus, id=code, lat=y, long=x, type=contiguity, 

out=neighbor_columbus); 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Shape of Columbus, Ohio. 
 
 
The generated output from %WMATRIX macro can be viewed in Output 1. Note that basically the output 

has two variables (the code and the neighbors of each code  - named myid). Comparing Figure 3 and 
Output 1, we can see that region 1 shares borders with regions 2, 5 and 6, and that region 2 shares borders 
with regions 1, 3, 6 and 7 (these results are the same of those presented in Anselin (1988), page 190, 
except for regions 18, 20, 32, 33, 37, 42, 45 and 47).  
 
 

 

   Output 1. Output from %WMATRIX Macro for the Contiguity Case. 

 

Output 2 shows a piece of row-standardized W matrix, and we can see that the matrix is the same presented 
in Example 32.1 of the SPATIALREG Procedure. A slighted difference is in line 3, where in Example 32.1 
is shown 0.1667 instead of the full number 0.1666666667. 
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   Output 2. A Piece of Row-Standardized W Matrix Generated from %WMATRIX Macro for the 
Contiguity Case. 

 
The following statements were used to fit a SAR model to the Columbus data using the contiguity matrix: 
 
proc spatialreg data=crimeoh Wmat=Wmatrix; 

   model crime=income hvalue / type=SAR; 

run; 

 

proc spatialreg data=crimeoh Wmat=Wmatrix_sdr NONORMALIZE; 

   model crime=income hvalue / type=SAR; 

run; 

 

proc spatialreg data=crimeoh Wmat=Wmatrix_compact; 

   model crime=income hvalue / type=SAR; 

   spatialid code; 

run; 

  
And Figure 4 shows parameter estimation results from the model, considering the 3 spatial weights matrices 
generated by %WMATRIX macro (the results were the same by using the 3 spatial weights matrices, as 
expected). Note that results are slightly different from Example 32.1 because in Example 32.1, some 
regions were not included as a neighbor once they share only one coordinate.   
 

 
Figure 4. SAR Model Considering the Contiguity Matrix. 
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Figure 5 (left) shows the locations where there are differences between %WMATRIX macro and Anselin 
(1988). Note in point 1 that regions 2 and 4 visually share borders (only 1 coordinate in common), but with 
zoom in (Figure 5 (right)), we can see that they are not connected, as predicted by %WMATRIX macro and 
Anselin (1988). However, in Figure 6 we can see that points 2, 3, 4 and 5 share 1 coordinate, and because 
of that they are connected (using bishop or queen neighbors), as predicted by %WMATRIX macro. The 
difference can be explained or because Anselin (1998) assigned neighborhood by eye or he was using a 
shape with a different system of coordinates of it is used in this paper. 
 

 
Figure 5. Regions that Share Borders. 

 

 
Figure 6. Zoom in Regions that Share Borders. 
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Just for comparison, using the following statements, we get the same results of Example 32.1, as shown in 
Figure 7. The difference in 5th decimal place is because the rounding from 0.1666666667 to 0.1667 
discussed before. 
 
data Wmatrix_compact2;set Wmatrix_compact; 

  if code=18 and ccode=32 then delete; 

  if code=32 and ccode=18 then delete; 

  if code=20 and ccode=33 then delete; 

  if code=33 and ccode=20 then delete; 

  if code=45 and ccode=47 then delete; 

  if code=47 and ccode=45 then delete; 

run; 

proc sql; 

 insert into Wmatrix_compact2 

  values (37,42,1) values (42,37,1); 

quit; 

 
proc spatialreg data=crimeoh Wmat= Wmatrix_compact2; 

   model crime=income hvalue / type=SAR; 

   spatialid code;  

run; 

 
 

 
Figure 7. SAR Model Considering the Adjusted Contiguity Matrix. 

 
 
The macro call for generating a distance W matrix is: 
 

%WMATRIX(map=columbus, id=code, lat=y, long=x, type=distance, 

out=neighbor_columbus); 
 
In this case, a piece of W matrix considering the Euclidian distance between the regions is given in Output 
3 and a piece of of row-standardized W matrix is in Output 4. Note that now we have all distances between 

ith and jth regions, for �, � = 1, … , �. 
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   Output 3. Output from %WMATRIX macro for the Distance Case. 

 

 

   Output 4. A Piece of Row-Standardized W Matrix Generated from %WMATRIX Macro for the 
Distance Case. 

 

The following statements were used to fit a SAR model to the Columbus data using the distance matrix: 
 
proc spatialreg data=crimeoh Wmat=Wmatrix; 

   model crime=income hvalue / type=SAR; 

 

proc spatialreg data=crimeoh Wmat=Wmatrix_sdr NONORMALIZE; 

   model crime=income hvalue / type=SAR; 

 

proc spatialreg data=crimeoh Wmat=Wmatrix_compact; 

   model crime=income hvalue / type=SAR; 

   spatialid code; 

run; 

  
And Figure 8 shows parameter estimation results from the model, considering the 3 spatial weights matrices 
generated by %WMATRIX macro (the results were the same by using the 3 spatial weights matrices, as 
expected).   
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Figure 8. SAR Model Considering the Distance Matrix. 

 
 
The macro call for generating a W matrix for the Nth (N=4) nearest neighbor, following choice 2) of second 

section is: 
 

%WMATRIX(map=columbus, id=code, lat=y, long=x, type=contiguity, 

neighbors=4, out=neighbor_columbus); 
 

Note that in this case, Output 5 differs from Output 1 by adding two more columns (the ordering (seq) of 
the neighbors and the distance (d) from the region j to the region i). We can see that all regions have exactly 
4 neighbors.  
 

 

   Output 5. Output from %WMATRIX Macro for the Contiguity Case, Considering the 4th Nearest 
Neighbor. 

 
Output 6 shows a piece of row-standardized W matrix for the data of Output 5. 
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   Output 6. A Piece of Row-Standardized W Matrix Generated from %WMATRIX Macro for the 4th 
Nearest Neighbor. 

 

The following statements were used to fit a SAR model to the Columbus data using the 4th nearest neighbor 
matrix: 
 
proc spatialreg data=crimeoh Wmat=Wmatrix; 

   model crime=income hvalue / type=SAR; 

run; 

 

proc spatialreg data=crimeoh Wmat=Wmatrix_sdr NONORMALIZE; 

   model crime=income hvalue / type=SAR; 

run; 

 

proc spatialreg data=crimeoh Wmat=Wmatrix_compact; 

   model crime=income hvalue / type=SAR; 

   spatialid code; 

run; 

  
And Figure 9 shows parameter estimation results from the model, considering the 3 spatial weights matrices 
generated by %WMATRIX macro (the results were the same by using the 3 spatial weights matrices, as 
expected).   
 

 
Figure 9. SAR Model Considering the 4th Nearest Neighbor Matrix. 
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Finally, the macro call for generating a W matrix considering a distance d=1 to be a neighbor, for example, 
following choice 3) of second section is: 
 

%WMATRIX(map=columbus, id=code, lat=y, long=x, type=distance, 

distance=1, out=neighbor_columbus); 

 

Output 7 shows a piece of row-standardized W matrix for the data considering a distance less than 1 to be 

a neighbor: 
 

 

   Output 7. A Piece of Row-Standardized W Matrix Generated from %WMATRIX Macro for a 
Distance Less than 1 to be a Neighbor. 

 

The following statements were used to fit a SAR model to the Columbus data using a distance less than 1 
to be a neighbor matrix: 
 
proc spatialreg data=crimeoh Wmat=Wmatrix; 

   model crime=income hvalue / type=SAR; 

run; 

 

proc spatialreg data=crimeoh Wmat=Wmatrix_sdr NONORMALIZE; 

   model crime=income hvalue / type=SAR; 

run; 

 

proc spatialreg data=crimeoh Wmat=Wmatrix_compact; 

   model crime=income hvalue / type=SAR; 

   spatialid code; 

run; 

  
And Figure 10 shows parameter estimation results from the model, considering the 3 spatial weights 
matrices generated by %WMATRIX macro (the results were the same by using the 3 spatial weights 
matrices, as expected).  Note that changing the spatial weight matrix, the results also change based on the 
new space configuration represented by the spatial weights matrix. 
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Figure 10. SAR Model Considering a Distance Less than 1 to be a Neighbor Matrix. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

The new SPATIALREG Procedure estimates spatial regression models by including in its structure the 
effect of spatial proximity, named W matrix. However, this W matrix cannot be created directly in the 
procedure. This paper showed how to create this matrix from a shape file (or a dataset with the coordinates 
of the region), considering the contiguity case and the distance case. Now it is easy to use the new 
SPATIALREG Procedure considering different ways to measure spatial proximity. A suggestion is also 
make available other WMAT statement to be used for SAC models, which require 2 spatial weights matrices. 
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APPENDIX I – WMATRIX  MACRO 
 
%macro Wmatrix(map=,id=,lat=,long=,type=contiguity,centroid_lat=, 

centroid_long=, distance=,neighbors=,out=neighbor); 

 

%if %upcase(&type)=CONTIGUITY %then %do; 

%if &neighbors = %then %do; 

/********Defining the Neighborhood for contiguity ***********/ 

proc sort data=&map out=&map.2 nodupkey; by &long &lat &id;run; 

data _hashmap_ (keep=&long &lat z &id); 

retain z; 

set &map.2(where=(&long NE . and &lat NE .)); 

by &long &lat; 

if first.&long or first.&lat then z=1; 

z=z+1; 

run; 

proc means data=_hashmap_ noprint; 

output out=maxz max(z)=mz; run; 

/*put the maximum value of z into macro variable maxnb*/ 

data _null_; 

set maxz; 

call symputx("maxnb",mz); 

run; 

%put &maxnb; 

proc sort data=&map.2; by &id;run; 

data nonb (keep=myid); 

/*length &long &lat z 8; format &id 16.;*/ 

if _n_=1 then do; 

/*this hash object holds a second copy of the entire map for comparison*/ 

declare hash fc(dataset: "_hashmap_"); 

fc.definekey("&long","&lat","z"); 

fc.definedata("&long","&lat","z","&id"); 

fc.definedone(); 

call missing (&long,&lat,z,&id); 

/*this hash object will hold the rook neighbors for each area: they have two 

points in common*/ 

declare hash rook(); 

rook.definekey("&id","myid"); 

rook.definedata("&id","myid"); 

rook.definedone(); 

end; 

/*this hash object holds the bishop neighbors for each area: they have a 

point 

in common*/ 

declare hash bishop(); 

bishop.definekey("&id","myid"); 

bishop.definedata("&id","myid"); 

bishop.definedone(); 

foundnb="N"; 

do until (last.myid); 

set &map.2 (keep=&id &long &lat rename=(&id=myid &long=myx &lat=myy) 

where=(myx NE . 

and myy NE .)) end=eof; 

by myid; 

do n=1 to &maxnb.; /*this is max number of points in common =max z*/ 

rc=fc.find(key:myx, key:myy, key:n); 

if rc=0 and myid NE &id then do; 
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nbrc=rook.check(key:&id, key:myid); 

if nbrc=0 then do; 

rc2=rook.add(key:&id, key:myid, data:&id, data:myid); 

foundnb="Y"; 

end; 

else rc1=rook.add(key:&id, key:myid, data:&id, data:myid); 

end; 

end;*do &maxnb.; 

end;*end DOW loop; 

if foundnb="N" then output nonb; 

if eof then rook.output(dataset:"&out"); 

run; 

proc sort data=&out;by &id myid;run; 

 

proc sort data=&out(keep=&id) nodupkey out=_tab_;by &id;run; 

data _tab_;set _tab_;idi=_n_;run; 

proc sort data=&out;by &id;run; 

data _tab2_;merge &out _tab_;by &id;run; 

proc sort data=_tab2_;by myid;run; 

data _tab2_;merge _tab2_ _tab_(rename=(idi=idj &id=myid));by myid;run; 

proc sort data=_tab2_;by &id;run; 

proc sql;drop table _tab_,_hashmap_,Nonb,Maxz,&map.2;quit; 

 

data Wmatrix_compact;set &out(rename=myid=c&id); 

value=1; 

run; 

%end; 

%else %do; 

%if &centroid_lat= or &centroid_long= %then %do; 

%annomac; 

proc sort data=&map(keep=&id &lat &long rename=(&long=y &lat=x)) out=_&map;by 

&id;run; 

%centroid(_&map,&out,&id); 

proc sql;drop table _&map;quit; 

%end; 

%else %do; 

data &out;set &map(keep=&id &centroid_lat &centroid_long 

rename=(&centroid_long=y &centroid_lat=x));run; 

%end; 

 

proc iml; 

use &out; 

read all var{x y} into COORD; 

n=nrow(coord[,1]); 

*print n; 

d=j(1,3,0);                                                                                                                           

nome={"idi" "idj" "d"};                                                                                                         

create _dist_ from d[colname=nome];                                                                                          

do i=1 to n; 

 do j=1 to n; 

  d[1]=i;   

  d[2]=j; 

  d[3]=sqrt((COORD[i,1]-COORD[j,1])**2+(COORD[i,2]-COORD[j,2])**2);    

  append from d; 

 end; 

end; 

close _dist_; 
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quit; 

data _dist_;set _dist_;if d=0 then delete;run; 

proc sort data=_dist_;by idi d;run; 

data _dist_;retain seq 0;set _dist_;by idi; 

if first.idi then seq=1; 

else seq+1; 

run; 

data _tab2_;set _dist_(where=(seq<=&neighbors));run; 

data &out;set _tab2_;run; 

data Wmatrix_compact;set &out; 

rename idi=&id idj=c&id;value=1; 

drop seq d; 

run; 

proc sql;drop table _dist_;quit; 

%end; 

 

/********creating W Matrix ***********/ 

 

proc iml; 

use _tab2_ var{idi idj}; 

read all; 

n=max(idj); 

w=j(n,n,0); 

do h=1 to nrow(idi);                                                                                                                

w[idi[h],idj[h]]=1; 

end; 

wpdr=j(n,n,0);                                                                                                                        

soma=j(n,1,0);                                                                                                                       

do i=1 to n;                                                                                                                        

do j=1 to n;                                                                                                         

soma[i]=soma[i]+w[i,j];                                                                                                      

end;                                                                                                

end;                                                                                                                         

do i=1 to n;                                                                                                                        

do j=1 to n;       

if soma[i]=0 then wpdr[i,j]=0; 

else wpdr[i,j]=w[i,j]/soma[i];   

end;                                                                                                                                    

end;  

create Wmatrix from w;                                                                                                       

append from w;                                                                                                                          

create Wmatrix_sdr from wpdr;                                                                                                

append from wpdr;                                                                                                            

quit; 

proc sql;drop table _tab2_;quit; 

%end; 

%else %if %upcase(&type)=DISTANCE %then %do; 

 

%if &centroid_lat= or &centroid_long= %then %do; 

%annomac; 

proc sort data=&map(keep=&id &lat &long rename=(&long=y &lat=x)) out=_&map;by 

&id;run; 

%centroid(_&map,&out,&id); 

proc sql;drop table _&map;quit; 

%end; 

%else %do; 
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data &out;set &map(keep=&id &centroid_lat &centroid_long 

rename=(&centroid_long=y &centroid_lat=x));run; 

%end; 

 

proc iml; 

use &out; 

read all var{x y} into COORD; 

n=nrow(coord[,1]); 

*print n; 

d=j(1,3,0);                                                                                                                           

nome={"idi" "idj" "d"};                                                                                                         

create _dist_ from d[colname=nome];                                                                                          

do i=1 to n; 

 do j=i+1 to n; 

  d[1]=i;   

  d[2]=j; 

  d[3]=sqrt((COORD[i,1]-COORD[j,1])**2+(COORD[i,2]-COORD[j,2])**2);    

  append from d; 

 end; 

end; 

close _dist_; 

quit; 

data &out;set _dist_;run; 

proc sql;drop table _dist_;quit; 

 

data Wmatrix_compact; 

set &out(rename=(idi=&id idj=c&id)) &out(rename=(idi=c&id idj=&id)); 

%if &distance= %then %do;  

value=1/d; 

%end; 

%else %do; 

if d<=&distance then value=1; 

if value=. then delete; 

%end; 

keep &id c&id value; 

run; 

proc sort data=Wmatrix_compact;by &id c&id;run; 

 

/********creating W Matrix ***********/ 

proc iml; 

use &out var{idi idj d}; 

read all; 

n=max(idj); 

w=j(n,n,0); 

do h=1 to nrow(idi); 

%if &distance= %then %do;  

w[idi[h],idj[h]]=1/d[h]; 

w[idj[h],idi[h]]=1/d[h]; 

%end; 

%else %do; 

if d[h]<=&distance then do; 

w[idi[h],idj[h]]=1; 

w[idj[h],idi[h]]=1; 

end; 

%end; 

end; 
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wpdr=j(n,n,0);                                                                                                                        

soma=j(n,1,0);                                                                                                                         

do i=1 to n;                                                                                                                        

do j=1 to n;                                                                                                                        

soma[i]=soma[i]+w[i,j];                                                                                             

end;                                                                                                                         

end;                                                                                                                            

do i=1 to n;                                                                                                              

do j=1 to n;       

if soma[i]=0 then wpdr[i,j]=0; 

else wpdr[i,j]=w[i,j]/soma[i];   

end;                                                                                                                         

end;  

create Wmatrix from w;                                                                                                                  

append from w;                                                                                                               

create Wmatrix_sdr from wpdr;                                                                                                

append from wpdr;                                                                                                 

quit; 

%end; 

 

%mend Wmatrix; 

 

 


